: Down-sampling indicates characteristics of high-throughput sequencing datasets for their applicability to EISA Data from 6 HMLE and 4 MesHMLE sequencing runs were mixed and down-sampled to various depths to indicate the number of genes for which EISA can determine transcriptional and post-transcriptional changes. The maximum and minimum proportions of exonic reads and total intronic read numbers from the highest and lowest depth sample is indicated.
Supplementary Figure 3: miR-200 inhibition drives a transcriptional response in MDCK cells
A) mRNA expression (from RNA-Seq) after miR-200 inhibition in MDCK cells indicate an EMT response. B) Red dots represent individual genes that were among the top 10% that were most regulated upon miR-200 inhibition. The blacked out region represents the least changing 90% of genes. Spread along the x axis (ΔI) indicates a predominantly transcriptional response. C) EISA was used to plot genes that are responsive to miR-200 inhibition on a ΔI: ΔE axis. Genes are coloured according to the strength of their direct targeting by miR-200 (as predicted by TargetScan context score). D) Log Fold change (total expression, MDCK cells) for each of the TFs of interest identified through miR-200c expression in HMLE cells (Fig.3d ). E) Heat map displaying the TFs that increased at least 2 fold after miR-200 inhibition in MDCK cells. The likelihood of direct targeting by miR-200 is indicated via TargetScan Context Score. F) Enriched gene ontologies among genes that were transcriptionally downregulated (left) and transcriptionally upregulated (right) after miR-200 inhibition in MDCKs.
Supplementary Figure 5: Extensive buffering responses occur between transcriptional and post-transcriptional gene regulatory layers
ΔE-ΔI (post-transcription, y axis) was graphed against ΔI (transcription, x axis) to represent EISA-defined gene regulatory effects. Relative contributions of the two gene regulatory arms are shown after miRNA-perturbation (from Fig 3 and 4) . Genes displayed represent the best 200 (top left), best 500 (top right) or all targets (bottom left) predicted by TargetScan. Each of these were also targets predicted by DIANA microT-CDS. "No Targets" (bottom right) are genes identified by EISA, but are not predicted targets by either prediction algorithm. A line of best fit and R 2 value are indicated. Bottom histograms display the % number of genes that are either post-transcriptionally up-or down-regulated by ≥ 1.25 (left) or ≥ 2-fold (right). A bias toward post-transcriptional downregulation is anticipated for direct miRNA targets (but not for "No Targets"). This is prominent in almost all datasets, supporting the quality of the data being examined. miR-106a only showed a modest tendency toward the post-transcriptional downregulation of predicted targets, though this might reflect targeting specificities beyond seed-dependency.
Supplementary Figure 4: Epithelial/mesenchymal expression of miR-200 regulated TFs in breast cancer TCGA data
A) Pearson's correlation was calculated from TCGA breast cancer data correlated with EMT signature scores (Foroutan et al, BMC Bioinformatics 2018). B-D) BNC2 expression is derived from breast cancer TCGA data, subdivided by PAM50 subtype (C,D). 
